
gOrganon — The new characterful six-weight serif family 

from G-Type designer Nick Cooke has been thoughtfully designed 

for excellent legibility when used in text sizes. Tapered stems give  

a distinctive robust quality which is also suitable for display, making 

it ideal for any project requiring elegantly sophisticated typography 

over a range of applications.

An extensive character set 

includes both tabular and  

proportional lining and non-lining 

numerals and Small Caps.

Language coverage includes: Albanian, Basque, Catalan, 

Cornish, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, 

Faroese, Finnish, French, Galician, German, Hungarian,  

Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Malay, 

Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, 

Somali, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Turkish and Welsh
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Completely initiate plug-and-play content and  
emerging technologies. Seamlessly grow performance 
based resources through clicks-and-moar results. 
Dramatically build focused synergy through multidis-
ciplinary outsourcing. Continually enhance covalent 
testing procedures whereas tactical quality vectors. 
Monotonectally fabricate granular quality vectors before 
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CONTINUALLY ENHANCE COVALENT TEST-
ING PROCEDURES WHEREAS TACTICAL 
QUALITY VECTORS. MONOTONECTALLY FAB-
RICATE GRANULAR QUALITY VECTORS BE-
FORE PARALLEL “OUTSIDE THE BOX” THINK-
ING. EFFICIENTLY PROMOTE WEB-ENABLED 
LEADERSHIP SKILLS THROUGH DISTRIBUTED 
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vectors before parallel “outside the box” 

thinking. Efficiently promote web-enabled 

leadership skills through distributed internal 

or “organic” sources.
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